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I.

Minutes: Approval of the April 3, 1990 Executive Committee Minutes (pp. 2- 4) . /

II.

Communication(s) and Announcement(s):
A.
CSU Forgivable Loan/Doctoral Incentive Program for Minorities and Women.
Chair's summary of the Academic Senate CSU Retreat of 3/30-4/1/90 in San
B.
Diego (pp. 5-8).

III.

Reports:
A.
President's Office
B.
Vice President for Academic Affairs' Office
C.
Statewide Senators

IV.

Consent Agenda:

v.

Business Item(s):
Resolution on Change of Department Name for the Metallurgical and Materials
A.
Engineering Department-Moustafa, caucus chair for SENG (pp. 9-13).
B.
Resolution on Coordinator Position for Women's Resources and Resource
Center-Berrio, chair of the Status of Women Committee (pp. 14-15).
C.
Recommendations re Education Department Reorganization-Hagen, chair of the
Long-Range Planning Committee (to be distributed).
D.
Resolution on the Sale of Complementary Copies of Textbooks-P Murphy, Chair
of the Personnel Policies Committee (p. 16).
E.
Vacancies:
1.
Athletic Advisory Commission vacancy - replacement for Snetsinger, '89
90 term
2.
Academic Senate committee vacancies:
SBUS Student Affairs
SLA
Status of Women, Senate replacement for Foroohar for Spring
Quarter '90 - NANCY CLARK
SSM
Status of Women

VI.

Discussion Item(s):
New Student Orientation (pp. 17-22).
A.
B.
Process for Consideration of Indirector Cost Sharing (materials previously
provided).
C.
Resolution re CSU Administration (materials previously provided).

VII.

Adjournment:

/
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-5MEMORANDUM
To:

Executive Committee
Academic Senate

From:

James Mu rp
l'V
Chair

Subj:

Ret,reat; a

April 16, 1880

San Diego, 3 - 30, 4 - 1 - 90

The CSU Academic Senate hosted an Academic Retreat during the
above dates.
The meeting had been scheduled to take place in
Northern California last fall, but was postponed to this time
frame.
The Retreat was held at the Princess Hotel on Vacation
Island, in Mission Bay.
There were two basic components to the Retreat:
On Friday, March
30, the CSU Academic Senate Executive Committee and the campus
Senate Chairs met.
On Saturday, there were six workshops.
Sunday morning was a wrap-up of the Saturday workshops and
summary discussion of the Retreat.
The agenda for Friday was made up of items proposed by the Campus
Chairs and by the CSU Executive Committee.
Proposed by Campus Chairs:
-- Crisis of Racism on the Campus
--Western States Association of Faculty Governance
--Campus Responses to Statewide Senate Requests
--Inadequate Funding for Student Services
--Inadequate Funding for Repairs
--Faculty Ethics
--Organization of Faculty Governance
--Faculty Authority,

Influence and Power

Proposed by the Executive Committ-ee:
--Report on the Outstanding Professor Awards process
--Faculty Participation in SCA-1 Campaign
--Status Report - Independent Doctorate in Education
--Status Report - General Education Transfer Curriculum
--Status Report - Faculty Workload Committee
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- -Stai::.us Report - Academic Senate Ad Hoc Committee on t.be
Constitution
- -Sta·tus Report - Intersegmental Committee of the Academic
Senat::,es
- -Stat.us Report - The Institute for Teaching and Learning
- -Pro c ess of Systemwide Committee Reports
- -Academic Senate-CFA Relations
After CSU Senate Chair Ray Geigle's opening remarks and comments,
including his report on the CSU budget, we settled into
discussing the matters raised by the Campus Chairs.
These
mat.ters had been primarily raised for informational purposes;
that is, what other campuses were doing regarding these items.
In a coupl e of instances, they were brought before the body as
expressions of concern (inadequate funding, for example).
After lunch, we started on the Executive Committee items.
We
were able to get through the Status Report on GE Transfer when an
earlier-raised issue of the Chancellor's Office's activities came
back to the table (this had been raised in earlier discussions on
the budget).
The rest of Friday was spent "Chancellor Bashing" .
We did not conclude the agenda items.
The discussion continued
until nearly 4:30, at which time v?e had to break.
I was asked by
Ruth Yaffe (San ,Jose) to meet with two other Chairs to draft a
resolution stating the feelings of the body.
Interestingly
enough, the other two persons Ruth asked were unable to
participate, so I invited any other interested attendees to meet
with me.
There were a total of eight willing to do so.
An
initial draft was finally prepared ; I found a word processor and
the hotel staff made me enough copies for distribution.
The next morning at breakfast , I gave the draft resolution to the
Chairs.
We gathered again after the Saturday morning speaker and
further edited that draft.
Later, I found a typewriter and "cut
and pasted" the final draft resolution I provided you as part of
my memo of April 5.
F'riday evening found us at dinner '"ith a significant number of
those invited in attendance.
(See the initial mailing roster
(attac hed) for those invited.)
Chancellor Reynolds introduced Dr
.John Corbally as the keynote speaker "What's Higher About Higher
Education".
After Saturday morning breakfast, we met to hear Lee Kerschner
introduce
a Russian college student attending school
for this semester at Fresno.
She "''as an exciting and interesting
young lady, and ~presented a very enjoyable talk.
She
primarily compared her country's educational system to USA's.
She responded well to questions, and was also very witty.
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There were a total of six formal workshops, with the overall
theme of "Opening of the American Mind".
Because of physical and
time constraints, we could only attend one session in the morning
and another in the afternoon.
tv1y first session was "Faculty of
the 1990's and Beyond", followed after lunch with "New Regional
and Global Perspectives''.
The first session was fine, and
generally stayed with the subject.
The matter of recruiting was
talked about a great deal.
There was some consensus, and I felt
(like all similar situa·tions) if any positive good could come
from the suggestions and positions presented, then it was
worthwhile ..
On the other hand, the afternoon was a waste of time.
Instead of
speaking to Regional and Global Perspectives, the group kept
returning to the issue of ethnic diversity and the problems of a
multicultural student population.
I felt these were matters more
appropriate to other workshops.
The afternoon panel and audience discussion (3:00-4:30) on
Saturday afternoon was made up of a number of CSU students, two
older, returning, and two others with ethnic or handicap
considerations.
Together vlith key staff and faculty, they all
discussed the glorious merits and wonderment of attending CSU.
Sunday morning was primarily a summation by the workshop
reporters.
Following that, Marianthi Lansdale, Ann Reynolds and
Ray Geigle made appropriate closing remarks.
(I had a long way
to drive, and left after distributing the earlier mentioned draft
resolution. )
Personal views:
Knowing what I know now, I doubt if I would have
spent what amounted to five days of the Spring Break for this
Retreat.
I believe it is always productive to meet with others
with similar interests, and to share ideas and opinions.
Thanks
for this opportunity to pass this on to you.

Quick P

<renee -- Initial Mailing Roster -- 18th Annual Retreat -- March 30-31 - April 1. 1990

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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PRESIDENT~
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Baker
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Day
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Anatol
Anderson
Bailey
Boxer
Burger
Coleman
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Gordon
Grube
Hennessy
Johnson
Kuipers
Moses
Okerlund
Rush
Shutler
Stairs
Suzuki
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Chapman
Hanner
Hunt
Kerschner
Lemos
Lindahl
Maners
McGraw
Messner
Mills
Moye
Naples
Plotkin
MacCarthy
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Smart
Sundstrom
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Warner
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C.S.S.A.
Collins
Embisan
Feldman
Fuller
Granillo
Hawkins
Norton
Sadlak
Saito
Truax
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CHAIRS, CAMPUS SENATES
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Alfieri
Baker
Barrena
Bedell
Catt
Craig
Fall andy
Genovese
Goldwhite
Hilpert
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Klein
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Mann
Ma reus
MurphyThobaben
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MEMBERS, ACADEMIC SENATE
FORMER SENATE CHAIRS
Adams
Allen
Be de 11 ( lJ
Elliot
Goldstein
Graves
Kully
Marley
Mathy
Provost
Richfield
Stafford
(I)

WOMEN'S COUNCIL
Burr
Moses (3)
Martinez
Schaffer
OTHERS

ADMINISTRATIVE FELLOWS
Aceto
Bryant
Fimbel
Hernandez-Araico
Kasdan
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GUEST SPEAKERS

Nichelson - CFA
Keele - CFA

ALUMNI COUNCIL
Lowe 11 (6)
SENATE STAFF
Cullins
Einhorn
Hennessy

Corba 11 y
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(l) Bedell on Campus Chairs List
(2) Goldwhite and Visweswaran
on Campus Chairs List
(3) Moses on AVP List
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Geigle
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Good enGreen
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Phi 11 ips
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Rathmann
Resendez
Si 1vers
Simon
Spear
Sunderland
Wade
Watson
Weatherby
Wilcox
Wollter
Yarn a11
Goldwhite (2)
Vi sweswa ran ( 2)
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
san Luis Obispo, California

AS-

-90/

RESOLUTION ON
CHANGE OF DEPARTMENT NAME FOR THE
METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
WHEREAS,

The Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Department requests that its department name be
changed to the MATERIALS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT;
and

WHEREAS,

The request for a department name change has been
approved by the Dean for the School of
Engineering, the School of Engineering Council,
and the Academic Senate School of Engineering
Caucus; therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That the name of the Metallurgical and Materials
Engineering Department be changed to the MATERIALS
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.

Proposed By: The
Metallurgical and
Materials Engineering
Department
April 24, 1990

StatP. of California

-10California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

MEMORANDUM
To:

RECEI\/ED
FEB

Peter Y. Lee, Dean
School of Engineering

7 1990

MET:l.LLt;::::~:·

From: · ·

AND Mi'

Safwat Moustafa, Chair
SENG Academic Senate Caucus

._· '
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Date:

February 6, 1990

Copies:

SENG Senators
B. Heidersback ,_--

Subject:

Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Department Name Change_

·

tviAf.<

VICE .PRESI DENT
· ACADEMtC AFFAIRS

This is with reference to your memo dated January 30, 1990, regarding the request submitted

by the Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Department that its name be changed to the· ·
Materials Engineering Department.

'lle Academic Senate Caucus for the School of Engineering met on February 5, 1990 and
approved the requested name change.

,.

- ·-- --. . - ·-- --· --.-. - --·-

-

___ ...___

__.___. _ ,

... . ___ ··--,· --

·---·· . ... ..

..-... ~
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RECEIVED
FEB

State of California .

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407

METALLURG!C;\L
AND MATERIALS
ENGINEEHING
DEPT.

Memorandum
To:

7 1990

Phil Bailey, Interim Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Date: January 30, 1990
Jim Murphy, Chair, Academic Senate
File:

?./.,...._. _

namechg.met.sg

Copies:-&:.Heidersbach-.
S. Moustafa

From: Peter Y. Lee, Dean
School of Engineering

Subject: CHANGE OF DEPARTMENT N.Al\lli

The Engineering School Council endorsed this department and degree name change.
The School Curriculum Committee and School Caucus have also given their approval to
this change.
I concur with this recommendation.
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State of Ca11forn1a

CalHornia Polytechnic
Stote University-SLO

MEMORANDUM

jAN 1 ~ 1990

TO:

P. Bailey.. Acting Vice President for
Academic Affairs

THRU:

P. lee.. Dean.. SENG

FROM:

R. Heidersbach.. Head.. M&ME

DATE:

January 9 .. 1990

SUBJECT:

Change of Department Name

A.

ll]:©~KW~ID

P./-1~

"P.l--

COPIES:
M&ME Faculty
S. Moustafa

The Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Department
requests that our name be changed to the Materials
Engineering Department. In support of this request we
offer the following information:
1.

The term "rnateri al s engineering" is a· broader term and
covers the entire spectrum of materials--metals are
merely one of the four major classifications of
materials used by society.

2.

The present name creates confusion.
Other
departments that have "and" in their names offer tv1o
degrees~ e.g. Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Electronic and Electrical Engineering, etc. Our program
offers one broad degree, and the proposed name will
cover this broad field better than the current name.

3.

The universities in the United States that offer degrees
in materials engineering are:

University

Name of Department or Program*

A1abama-Bi rmi ngham

Materials Eng1neer1ng
Matertals Engtneertng
Materials Eng1neer1ng
Mater1als Engineering
Engfneering Materials
Materials Engtneering
Materials Engineering**

Deyton
Drexel
Georg1a Tech
r1aryland
Renssal ear Polytechnic
San Jose State

Dean of Engineering
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Universities with materials science or materials science
and engineering programs inc 1ude:
University

Narr1e of Department*

Arizona
Col iforn1 o-Los Ange 1es
Caltech
Case V1estern Reserve
Cincinnatti
Cornell
Delaware
Florida
Illinois
Iowa State
Johns Hopkins
Lehigh
MIT
Michigan
SUNV-Stony Brook
North Caro 1ina State
North\ttestern
Notre Dome
Oregon Graduate Center
Pennsyl voni o
Southern Celifornia
Stanford
Tennessee
Texos
Utah
Virginia
V.Jashington
Y-/i sconsi n-Mi1waukee
¥/right State

Materi e1s Science and Engi neeri og
Moter1o1s Scier,ce ond Engineering
t1atertals Science
Matedels Science and Engineering
Materia 1s Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science
Materials Science and Engineering
M~terials Science and Engineering
MateriaIs Science and Engineering
f1ateriols Science end Engineering
Materiels Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Materia 1s Science end Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
t1ateri a1s Science and Engineering
Materia 1s Science end Engineering
Meteri al s Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Meteri o1s Science ond Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Materiels Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering
Materi,a1s Science and Engineering
Materials
Materials Science and Engineering

*

Source: Metallurgy/r1aterials
Education
Veerbook,
June 1988, ASM International, Metals Perk, Ohio

**This is the only other program in the CSU system.
B.

'rou are reminded that we were informed at the SENG Council
meeting this morning that the policy attached had been adopted
~s universitu oolicl.l effective lost quarter.
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California
Background Statement:
Cal Poly currently has a number of
activities designed to encourage personal and academic growth of
women and underrepresented groups.
survival of these activities
is dependent on permanently established programs with institutional
support.
Women's Programming ("Women's Week") is a case in point.
This
annual event began in 1982 and has been funded since 1986/87
through lottery proposals.
The event has been well-attended;
participation rose between 1982 and 1988 from 500 to 3,000. While
successful, Women's Programming is now beginning to suffer from
volunteer exhaustion, since the funding has not included faculty
or staff release time. Moreover, funding itself is problematic as
the event no longer qualifies for lottery seed money. University
commitment is now needed to ensure the future of this event.
Several other groups provide services and programs of interest to
women and underrepresented groups, among these the Academic Senate
Status of Women Committee.
However, each of the groups work
independently and without coordination; their activities would be
enhanced by increased cooperation and communication.
The need for coordinated services is increasing as the number of
women and other underrepresented groups grows. As the composition
of students and faculty changes, it is important to have
institutional structures in place to meet the needs of these
groups.
Cal Poly is not alone in recognizing a need for coordinating
services to women and underrepresented groups.
Of the 2 0 CSU
campuses, 17 have already established a Women's Center andjor
Reentry Center.
Not surprisingly, the Board of Trustees, in
adopting the CSU Educational Support Services Master Plan in 1989,
designated these centers as "basic services" to be provided on each
csu campus.
AS-

-90/

RESOLUTION ON
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER AND WOMEN'S RESOURCE
CENTER COORDINATOR
WHEREAS,

Cal Poly is committed to providing an environment
which would encourage and support the personal and
academic growth of women and underrepresented groups
on campus; and
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WHEREAS,

Current programs such as Women's Programming are in
need of permanent staff and funding to ensure their
continuation; and

WHEREAS,

The changing composition of students and faculty at
Cal Poly is resulting in an even greater need for
services for women and underrepresented groups; and

WHEREAS,

Cal Poly needs a Resource Center to provide
information to the growing population of women and
underrepresented groups; and

WHEREAS,

The Board of Trustees has designated Women 1 s Centers
as a "basic service"; and

WHEREAS,

17 of the 20 csu campuses have already established
such centers; and

WHEREAS,

Cal Poly needs a full-time professional to:
(1) direct the Resource Center;
(2)
coordinate the various activities on campus of
interest to women and underrepresented groups;
(3)
work with the Coordinator of Women's Studies
to encourage the integration of women's
material into the curriculum;
(4)
work with existing campus groups to more
effectively implement the sexual harassment
policy; and
(5)
represent the university as a campus governing
board member of the Women's Council of the
State University; therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That the Academic Senate support the proposal for
a Women' s Resource Center and a Women's Resource
Center Coordinator.

Proposed By: The Academic
Senate Status of Women
Committee
April 24, 1990
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Adopted:
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California
Background Statement:
Publishers of textbooks provide complementary copies to faculty
members with the understanding that these copies will not become
part of the wholesale or retail market. Revenues lost through
the sale of complementary copies have two direct negative
effects:
1.

Authors (usually faculty members) are deprived of
legitimate royalties; and

2.

Publishers compensate for lost revenues by raising
prices and thereby inflating the cost of all textbooks.

AS-

-90/

RESOLUTION ON
THE SALE OF COMPLEMENTARY COPIES OF TEXTBOOKS
WHEREAS,

Complementary copies of textbooks are not intended
to be sold; and

WHEREAS,

Complementary copies are an important resource in
the selection of quality textbooks; therefore, be
it

RESOLVED:

That the buying and selling of complementary
textbooks be prohibited at Cal Poly.

Proposed By:
Academic Senate Personnel
Policies Committee
Date: April 24, 1990

RECEJVED

State of California

M ·emorandum
.o

James Murphy, Chair
Academic Senate

0\LPoLY

FEB 2 6 1990

SAN

LUIS

OBISPO

CA 93407

Academic Senate

Date

Fe bruary 23, 1990

FileNo.:

From

Jr~

Copies :

, Philip S. Ba iley,
Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs

Su.bje~t: _NEW STUDENT ORIEN'l'AT~ON

Jim, attached is a proposal for new student orientation that I presented to
the Academic Deans' Council and the Week of Welcome Committee regarding a
comprehensive academic orientation program. Several years ago, I became
concerned that the faculty had little input into Week of Welcome and that
there was little else of a coordinated universitywide approach in orientation
of new students.
Since then I have tried some new approaches in the School of
Science and Mathematics and been active in creating university programs. This
proposal is a further step in the direction of enhancing orientation
opportunities for new students.
The deans have accepted the general thrust of the proposal. I would
appreciate the support and suggestions of the Academic Senate also. We will
need to begin implementing some of these general concepts early next quarter,
and there may be other ideas from the faculty to consider.
Following is a brief summary of progress to date relative to a comprehensive
orientation program.
I have used the same headings as on the proposal.
I.

Notification of Accepted Applicants
Acceptances (not space reservations) were sent out last week.
is the earliest we have done in recent years.

II.

This

Pre-Enrollment Advising Program
We had a pilot program last year--two days, students/parents for
educational equity students for each school. Pilot program will be
expanded this year. Hopefully, it will be open to all in Summer

1991.
III.

Academic Message from Deans
I believe two or three of us already to this.

..
-18James Murphy
page two
February 23, 1990
IV.

Week of Welcome
The WOW Board has proposed a shortened Week of Welcome for 1990 with
greater academic emphasis. We need to work with schools and
departments to implement plans in line with those described in the
proposal as most have been incorporated by WOW.

v.

I. .

Freshmen Instructors
No action l"tas bee.n taken

y~·t.

an this part:

Thank you.for your ·attention on this matter.
Attachments

o~

the -:prop.osal.

-19ACADEMIC DEANS' COUNCIL
November 20, 1989
Phil Bailey

TOTAL UNIVERSITY APPROACH
to a
COMPREHENSIVE ACADEMIC ORIENTATION PROGRAM

I.

Timelv, Clear, and Exciting Notification of Accepted Applicants
Information provided on items of immediate concern such as residence
halls, meal plans, orientation programs, fee payments, CAPTURE schedule,
etc.
Follow-up with important information, forms, deadlines, advice.
Help_ lines : and_addresses.
.:... . ...

·.

Early summer prior to CAPTURE "
Develop programs on-campus, by mail, by telephone. Encourage completion
of Entry Level Mathematics exam (ELM), English Placement Exam (EPT), and
Math placement exam (MAPE). Academic advising.
Development of class
schedules. Possible early entry of class schedule on CAPTURE to
guarantee first quarter choices.
III.

Academic Message from Deans (sample attached)
Mid-August--return postcard enclosed
Written message on approach to college, academic expectations and
responsibilities, approach to studying, learning, and exam preparation.
Study techniques, time required . Involvement in university
opportunities.

IV.

Week-of-Welcome
Week before classes begin:
Academic orientation, social adjustment, orientation to campus and
community .
A.

Suggested outline for Academic Orientation:

1.

School Heeting:

1 1/2-2 hours

a.

Introductions and Welcome

b.

Information on the school and available opportunities

.

.·

_JJ)_
--1:

2.

c.

Motivational talk--goals and value of college
education, learning and studying, understanding and
realizing academic expectations, the satisfaction and
rewards of academic success, developing character
traits and a work ethic, rates of academic
retention/graduation in California.

d.

Student-Faculty Panel
1.

3-4 faculty members--for example from English,
Math, a GEB course, and a major course.
3-4
IJlinut:e talks on a_cademic e~pectatio_ns ,. learning
. -_and. studyin·g, ~-t:·ra1:;egl;es .for ~ch;ieving_ succe,ss
in thei~ courses.

2.

3-4 students--adjustment to college,
understanding and adjusting to academic
expectations of the faculty, tips on achieving
academic success, goals, managing academic,
social and community lives.

3.

Closing--upbeat/motivational, development of an
enthusiastic academic atmosphere.

Department Meetings--2-2 1/2 Hours (day after school
meeting)
a.

Introduction of department secretaries and other staff
members, introduction of the faculty.

b.

Student Presentation on clubs, activities,
opportunities.

c.

Faculty Presentations: content, goals, academic
expectations in beginning major courses, study
techniques, strategies and time commitments for
achieving academic success. Dynamic overview of
entire curriculum by faculty members teaching in
various years of curriculum. Goals, value of
curriculum and career/graduate school opportunities.

d.

Department Tour

e.

Group_ Meeting with Academic Advisors:
rather than ask
students to see advisor during the day or week, have a
15-30 minute group meeting of all advisees with their
advisor.
Discuss procedures, schedules, expectations
of academic advising.
Discuss importance of
developing study habits, time management, and high
expectations. Discuss typical first quarter schedule.

-21
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Ask questions to identify students who may have a
scheduling, course selection or other academic
problems.
Correct problems after group meeting.
3.

Academic Skills--1 l/2 hours (day after department meeting)
Probably large group meetings presented by selected faculty
and staff members
Notetaking. Exam preparation. Study techniques. Academic
expectations. True learning versus superficial
memorization. Time management. Strategies for the first
week, the first tli.ree weeks, ·the ~econd thr:ee weeks, the
third th~ee weeks, -final ~xams. Daytime· study; night time
study, weekend study, Thanksgiving holiday~-~rid-coming final
exams. Judging study effectiveness. Determining time
needed for studying. Organization of books, papers,
assignments. Maintaining files of work completed including
extra problems for future reference. Managing study,
social, extra and co-curricular, and other activities.
Generation of an academic atmosphere on campus.

4.

Personal Responsibilities· ·
Social, gender, culture, and racial awareness and issues.
Voluntaerism.
Community relationships and responsibilities.
AIDS, sex, drugs, alcohol. Cars, bicycles, skateboard, and
walking safety.
Personal Management.

B.

Other Aspects of WOW
Tours of campus and community, social actLVLtLes, development of
friendships, residence hall activities, introduction to university
clubs/activities, etc.

V.

Freshmen Instructors
Encourage faculty members teaching classes likely to be populated by
freshmen (such as English, math, chemistry, biology) and first-year
major courses to have a clear, organized course syllabus with dates for
exams and major assignments, to spend some extra time the first period
and periodically during the quarter on academic expectations for the
course and study methods and time needed to realize the expectations, to
give an early exam, quiz, or assignment so students can judge the
success of their effort.s in meeting-·academic expectations, and to offer
extra guidance and encouragement to new students toward adjusting to the
academic rigors of college.

VI.

Campus
Encourage clubs and organizations to be sensitive to the needs of new
students to become academically oriented and to manage their time
effectively. The university possibly should consider adopting policies
that would foster success of new students such as quiet residence halls,
recommending against freshman participation in time consuming_activities
such as fraternities or sororities and intercollegiate athletics -during
the first couple of quarters, offering orientation courses, and setting
aside selected campus classrooms for evening study and for_use by study
groups.
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MEMORANDUM
Date: April 19, 1990
To:

James L. Murphy, Chair
Academic Senate
Copies: Brown, Dalton, Hood,
Mark, Nulman,
O'Keefe, Stover,
Weatherford,
White

c_b{
From:

Charles Hagen, Philosophy, Chair
Long-Range Planning Committee

Subject:

Education Department Reorganization

In response to your memo of April 12, 1990, the Long-Range Planning Committee
has reviewed several proposals for reorganization of the Education Department. The
explanations and arguments offered in support of the proposed changes strongly
suggest that there are problems with teacher education at Cal Poly. While feeling
that those who have worked on the reorganization of the Education Department are
to be commended for their efforts, the Committee is not convinced that the
definitive solution has emerged.
The Committee believes that what is needed at this stage is a task force which can
develop effective solutions from a fresh perspective and in an impartial and
dispassionate way. Though such a group would naturally require some on-campus
and local representatives, it should also draw extensively on the experience and
expertise of people who are not connected either with Cal Poly or with local school
districts. The Committee recommends that this task force, as part of its analysis of
possible organizational arrangements, carefully study exemplary teacher education
programs elsewhere in California. The Committee also urges that this review address
not just administrative structure but also program content.
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To

From
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=Academic Deans' Council
Teacher Education Reorganization Committee
James Murphy, Chair
'
Academic Senate
Kenneth Palmer, Head
Education Department

.. .
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Senate oate

:April 23, 1990

file No.:
Copies :Warren Baker

William Rife
Frank Lebens
Walter Mark

: Ph1.hp S. Ba1.ley, Jr.
Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs

Subject: Teacher Education at Cal Poly

This memorandum communicates my current thoughts and proposals regarding
teacher education at Cal Poly. They are the result of extensive discussion
and consultation, including consultation with President Baker following my
distribution last quarter of the Education Department's reorganizational
proposal and my response. It is my hope that the organizational and
conceptual structure I have proposed can be accepted with only minor
modifications. I ask those in lead positions to please review this proposal
gpG-~~~~t with appropriate groups and individuals.
Please communicate any
supporting t · h ts or concerns as soon as possible, but no later than Friday,
May 11. 1990.
it would be helpful for me to meet with lead groups in the
e arrange such meetings. My intention is to consult with
President Baker on any proposed modifications to this organizational structure
and to present a final document for h i s approval around mid-May .
The overriding principles guiding my thoughts are those of promoting teacher
education as an all-university responsibility and ensuring that the university
produces teachers of the highest quality while responding to the education
needs of the state and nation. Included with this memorandum is an
organizational chart that summarizes the teacher education structure I propose
and comments on selected aspects of this organizational structure.
As you read my revised organization plan, please understand the following: 1)
teacher education is to be organized in a unit called a division, center,
institute, or some such name; 2) the center director is to be the University's
person for teacher education and will have the authority and responsibility to
handle all matters regarding teacher education within the framework proposed;
and 3) the Center will report directly to a coordinating council. The
associate vice president for academic programs will chair the council and be
the administrator to which the center director reports. I also want to point
out that I am describing the overall organization unit. There are many
details to determine which can be accomplished by the Center, Director, and
coordinating council.
In transmitting your response to this stage of the progress of reorgan1.z1.ng
teacher education, please consider and comment on the following major points:
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1.

The organization of teacher education as a center with a director.

2.

The concept of a coordinating council.

3.

The concept of the "all-university teacher education faculty".

4.

The concept of this unit being an autonomous cost center unassociated
with a school: The organizational structure proposed seems to lend
itself logically to an independent cost center for fiscal and
administrative matters. However, I am concerned that the unit will not
have the advantage of association with a larger school which would
provide much greater fiscal flexibility.

5.

The retention of Liberal Studies in the School of Professional Studies
and Education.

It is essential that the University accept the final reorganization, however
it comes out, as an opportunity to develop an all-university approach to
teacher education through which a vigorous response to important needs and
issues in education can occur.

ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE
1.

Center for Teacher Education with a Director: Teacher education should
be in an administrative unit that is easily identifiable and accessible
to the university community so that an all-university responsibility can
be promoted. Similar accessibility to external sources such as the area
school districts is also vital since teacher education is truly a
partnership of the University and the districts. The director is
proposed to be at approximately the associate dean level in salary, and
in the Management Personnel Plan. The selection process is to involve a
nationwide search similar to that of a dean, with final appointment
recommendations made to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and
President. It is important that the director be clearly recognized as
the person on campus responsible for the leadership of teacher education
efforts and the one with authority to represent the university both on
and off-campus in teacher education issues . For day-to-day operation and
in the implementation of teacher education policies, it is expected that
the center and its director will function in a reasonably autonomous
manner.

2.

Teacher Education Coordinating Council: Teacher education is a
responsibility of the entire university and the Center for Teacher
Education should report to an administrative group representative of the
major content areas. Because the Schools of Liberal Arts, Science and
Mathematics, Agriculture, and Professional Studies and Education include
single subject as well as multiple subject· content areas in teacher
education, the deans · of the-se schools will be: ·on·· the council. Because of
the university-wide na1;ure of teacher education, the coordinating council
will also include ,representatj,on, from the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs, Specificall,y, the ass.o.c iate vice president for
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academic programs will chair the council and be the immediate supervisor,
on behalf of the council, to whom the center director will report. The
Director of the Center for Teacher Education is responsible to and should
bring before the Coordinating Council all major policy issues involving
teacher education. Among these are curriculum; policies on student
teacher placement; future composition of the all-university education
faculty in terms of specialties; issues and opportunities involving the
school districts, and other important matters involving teacher
education. It is expected that the Coordinating Council will work to
foster involvement of faculty members throughout the university in the
process of preparing teachers.
3.

Teacher Education Faculty: The notion of an "all university" teacher
education faculty is key to an effective teacher education program.
Members of the teacher education faculty will come from all departments
in the university that have a significant role in teacher education as
well as all current faculty members in the Education Department.
A faculty member representing each of the single subject credential
programs at Cal Poly will be selected by the appropriate subject matter
department in consultation with the "all university" teacher education
faculty. They will serve as advisors for students and associated
credential programs and will be members of the "all university" education
faculty. Other full-time faculty members who have an interest in teacher
education also may apply for faculty status in the center. Subject
matter faculty who are members of the "all university" teacher education
faculty will maintain their rank and tenure in their respective subject
matter department but will be full voting members as members of the
Center on all teacher education curricular matters and will participate
fully in the development and implementation of all policies and programs
associated with teacher education.

4.

Internal Organization of the Center: It is proposed that the Center for
Teacher Education be headed by the Director and that the "all university"
teacher education faculty be subdivided into the following units:
--Graduate Studies: Curriculum and Instruction, Education
Administration,
Special Education, Reading.
--Multiple Subjects Credential Program.
--Single Subject Credential Program: Agriculture, Life Science,
English/Speech Communication, Government, History, Home Economics,
Industrial Arts, Mathematics, Physical Education, Physical Science, and
Social Science.
Each unit should have a leader (coordinator, chair) that is selected by a
procedure that involves the faculty in the subunit, the "all university"
teacher education faculty, the director, and coordinating council. In
the cases of Graduate Studies and Multiple Subjects, the subunits may be
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more conveniently organized in a department-like manner to facilitate RPT
action.
5.

Liberal Studies Program:
It is recognized that the Liberal Studies
Program is not a teacher education program.
It is also recognized that a
large percentage of students in the program are seeking careers in
elementary school teaching. The program could be placed in the Center
for Teacher Education or remain in the School of Professional Studies and
Education. Wherever this Program is housed, it is essential that it
interact effectively with the Multiple Subjects Program and the Schools
of Liberal Arts and Science and Mathematics so that the training of
excellently prepared elementary school teachers is promoted.

6.

Consultative Bodies: The center and director will establish effective
consultative bodies with external entities such as the school districts.
It must be recognized that teacher education results through a
partnership between the university and participating school districts;
the needs and contributions of the districts must be respected.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
Once approved, this organizational scheme should be implemented as quickly as
possible.
It must be realized, however, that there are many organizational
decisions to be made within the unit and that some processes such as RPT will
have to continue as before until new procedures are developed.
l.

Coordinating Council Development: The Teacher Education Coordinating
Council should become functional as soon as possible and no later than
the first week of Fall Quarter, 1990 .

2.

Interim Director of the Center for Teacher Education: An Interim
Director of the Center for Teacher Education should be appointed by the
Vice President for Academic Affairs after consultation with the
Coordinating Council .

3.

Recruitment of a Director: The Coordinating Council should develop a
recruitment process for the Director with appropriate consultation so
that advertising can begin in early Fall and an appointment by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs can be made in Winter Quarter 1991 with a
starting date in the summer of 1991 or earlier if possible.

4.

Duties of the Director: The Coordinating Council, with appropriate
consultation, should develop a position description for the Director.
Among the responsibilities might be:
--coordination of unit activities
--faculty RTP ,
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--resource management
--personnel actions involving support staff
--oversight of the Service Center
--chairing of faculty meetings
--chairing All-University Committee on Teacher Education
--appointment of Graduate Studies, Single Subjects, Multiple Subjects,
and All-University Advisory Committee on Teacher Education.
--scheduling
--authority and responsibility to represent both externally and
internally university interests in teacher education and provide
leadership in maintenance and development of excellent programs.
--oversight responsibility for teacher training placement with districts.
--communication with regulatory agencies such as Chancellor's Office,
Commission on Teacher Credentialing, State Department of Education, and
the like.
6.

Formation of External Liaison Groups with the School Districts: It is
essential that the university move quickly to ensure the formation of
effective liaison groups with the school districts. Perhaps the existing
Teacher Education Institute can act as an umbrella organization for
individual task groups. Among issues to be addressed are:
--practice teacher placement operations
--in-service training and staff development
--cooperative research in education
--technology transfer and sharing
--future issues in education
--current needs in education

7.

The Coordinating Council and the Education Department should develop RPT
procedures that recognize the all-university responsibility of teacher
education. A possible procedure could include:
lst Level: Evaluation and recommendation by the Center subunit peer
review committees (Graduate Studies, Multiple Subjects), and perhaps a
separate recommendation by the coordinator/chair.
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2nd Level: Evaluation and recommendation by an all-university peer
review committee with members elected from the all university teacher
education faculty, one from each of the subunit areas of Multiple
Subjects, Graduate Studies, two from Single Subjects, and one from the
All-University Advisory Committee for Teacher Education.
3rd Level:

Director, Center for Teacher Education.

4th Level: Coordinating Council with recommendation transmitted by the
associate vice president for academic programs.
Final Level:

Vice President or President, depending on action.

Until a procedure is developed and approved, the procedures of the School
of Professional Studies and Education will be used.
8.

Cost Center: The Center for Teacher Education will have to be
established as a cost center with appropriate allocations in support
staff, operating expense, travel, etc. to support the Center's functions,
including operation of the Services Center.

9.

Committee Structure: The committee structure of Multiple Subjects,
Single Subject, all university should be reviewed in light of the "all
university teacher education faculty". It is possible that given the
representation in the Education unit by faculty members from subject area
departments that much of the work of these committees could be
accomplished within the faculty. However, it is important that the
Director and coordinating council ensure that healthy representation from
- the university at large occurs as teacher education issues are covered
and that if a committee structure is maintained that the committee
composition not disproportionately favor the current education faculty.

10.

Other: Identification of important issues to be addressed in
implementing the new structure of teacher education at Cal Poly.

------------------------------------------------~ TEACHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COUNCIL

Deans of Liberal Arts, Science and Mathematics,
Agriculture, Professional Studies and Education,
and Associate Vice President for Academic Programs
(Chair and Administrative Supervisor)

All-University Advisory
Committee on Teacher Education

.L .

DIRECTOR
CENTER FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

Liaison Groups with
School Districts, TEl

All-University
Teacher Education Faculty

f
GRADUATE PROGRAM
(COORDINATOR)

GRADUATE STUDIES
COMMITTEE

SINGLE SUBJECT PROGRAM
(COORDINATOR)

SINGLE SUBJECTS
COMMITTEE

MULTIPLE SUBJECTS PROGRAM
(COORDINATOR)

MULTIPLE SUBJECTS
COMMITTEE

California Polytechnic State University - San Luis Obispo

Attachment A
12/13/89

GENERAL FUND - BUDGET PROPOSAL FOR SUPPORT OF UNMET NEEDS
NARRATIVE SUMMARY
Fiscal Year:
90 - 91

Un i ve rs i ty wide

____

..,Date:

1.

Program area:

2.

Title of proposal: Coordinator for Women 1 s Resources & Women 1 s Center

3.

Prepared by:

4.

Department: Academic Programs

5.

Type of proposal (check one):
_____Support o_f existing levels of services or programs; or
_____Improvejmcrease the base level of services or programs; or
_ _,~___Implement new programs/new services.

6.

Effective dates:

7.

Summary description of the proposal:
(Describe the program/service, objectives, current budget support implementation
plan, and proposed equipment acquisitions. Provide relevant workl~ad/productivity
measures and statistical data.)

Mary Wh j te fa rd

From: _ _.....:;;.....;;,..=.
7-1-90_ __

Priority*:

Date:
School/Division:

1

23-90

Academic Affairs

To: continuing

The primary functions of the Coordinator for Women's Resources and the Women's Center will be to
provide an environment which encourages and supports the personal and academic growth of women on
the Cal Poly campus, and to sponsor and co-sponsor programs which will assist in this growth. A
Women's Center, with a full-time professional director, will send a visual, positive message to the
campus and community that Cal Poly is interested in the well-being and education of its women.
The Coordinator of Women's Resources will be responsible for evaluating the needs of women on
campus and for developing a coordinated program to meet these needs. Examples include: to work to
increase cooperation and communication among different on-campus groups who provide services and
programs of special interest to women; to work with the Coordinator of Women's Studies to encourage
the integration of women's material into the curriculum; to work with existing campus groups to more
effectively implement the sexual harassment policy; and to be a campus governing board member of the
Women's Council of the State University (WCSU).
While not wishing to be segregated from the university mainstream, women welcome opportunities for
interaction and interchange with other women; such informal relationships and signs of recognition,
which are so much a part of university life for the scholar, whether student or faculty member, are
often not available to women in a polytechnic university setting. The concept of a Women's Center wirh
a coordinator is not new. 17 of the 19 CSU campuses have a Women's Center and/or Re-entry Center; 14
of these programs have their own operating budgets, and most have existed for 10 to 20 years.
The attached budget summary includes funding for the Coordinator, student assistant help, Women's
Week programming, and operating expenses for the Center. The Center will need to include office
space for the Coordinator and a reception/meeting area. An annual stipend is requested for honoraria
for distinguished speakers; additional funding will be sought annually through lottery proposals.
In-state travel funds are needed for the Coordinator to attend four WCSU meetings/year.
• Where priority num.ber one signifies the greatest need.

Att:lchrnent B
12/13/89
C:!.liforni:1 Polytechnic St:lte University - San Luis Obispo
GENERAL FUND - BUDGET PROPOSAL FOR SUPPORT OF UNMET NEEDS
BUDGET SUMMARY*
Fiscal Year: 90 - 91

-.

1. Personal Services;

Proposed Position Classification

Person
Years

Student Services Professional

FT

Pterposed
Effec. Dates Dollars

7-1-90

s

28,776

Step 1, 12 mo
6,000

Student Assrs. (1200 hrs @ $ 5. 00 /hr)
(__._hrs@

Overtime

s___/hr)
$

34,776

Staff Benefits @ 29% (Exclusive of St. Assts and Overtime)

$

8 345

Totals. Personal Services

$ 43,121

Totals. Positions

2. Operating Expenses and Equipment
Supplies and Services

$

2000
700

Chargebacks (Monthly calendars, Women 1 s Week Schedules)
Travel In-State
Contractual Services

2000

(Speakers)

6000
2000

Equipment (PC & printer, one-time purchase
Other:

Printing (posters

Totals. Operating Expenses and Equipment
3. Grand Total Proposed:

2000

s

14,700

s

57,821

• If budgets in subsequent fiscal years differ from the first year (other than salary cost
of-living ·adjustments), please attach additional Budget Summary sheets. Subsequent year
costs of non-faculty position reclassifications are the financial responsibility of the program
administrator that receives the allocation.
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RESOLUTION ON CSU LEADERSHIP
j'

!"

.

WHEREAS:

The Donohoe Act of 1960 established the Califo~~ia State University
system to advance the common mission of Califorria's public colleges
and regional universities; and

WHEREAS:

The Academic Senate of California State Univers:;'ity) Hayward is
dedicated to the mission of the California Stat~ University; and

WHEREAS:

Recent actions involving the purchase of state 'ars and the setting of
salaries for top administrators in the Cal iforn!~ a State Univ~rsity
have undermined the confidence of faculty, staf ~ , students. the
general public, and the legislature in the fisc,~ l responsibility of the

,.

CSU; and

WHEREAS:

·

This erosion of confidence has impeded the abi 1rt~ty of CSUH to
accomplish its mission as it has reduced employ~e morale~ heightened
public suspicion, and now threatens the willingness of the legislature
to provide csu with adequate funding; and

r

WHEREAS:

Wise leadership creates a model, leards by exampn~ , especially in times
of austerity) consults openly and honestly. sho ' s fiscal responsibility,
and maintains the credibility and reputation of \he University before the
public and its elected representatives; and

WHEREAS:

We,

1:

the Academic Senate of CSUH, have lost confj~ence in the ability of
the California State University Administration tp exercise ~uch
leadership; therefore be it
l!
;

il

-

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of CSUH request the Bo ~rd of Trustees to foster
in the Administration of the Califor-nia State U~iversity sensitivity to
the need~ for.leadership by example, consultati~. and accountability to
the publ1c, w1th due regard for open procedures 1;and for budget
priorities; and be it further
1

RESOLVED: That t~e Academic Senat~ of CSUH request the
estab 11 sh a representat lVe group to eva 1uate
performance of the Central Administration of
University; and be it further

I.

Bo~rd
th~

th~

F

of Trustees to
current .st r~:~cture and
California State

·

i

RESOLVED: That the faculty of CSUH calls for an independe~t determ1nation by the
Board of Trustees of the appropriate· levels of ~mpensadon for top
administrators in CSU, and investigation of the lpossibility of returning
to the benefits fund from which they were taken ,. the monies used for the
purchase of motor vehicles; and be it further
J;

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of CSUH requests that t~e Statewide Senate and
the CSU Board of Trustees request from the legi~~~ture p~tience,
understanding and the fair hearing on budget isspes appropriate to the
mission of CSU in its entirety; and be it furth~f
I:

RESOLVED: That this Resolution be distributed to the Acad~~ic Sena{es of the other
Campuses, the. St~~ew~de A~ademic S~nate, th~ Bo,td bf Ttustees: the
Chancellor~:s Off1ce) and:memb~rs of. the Leg.1slawre··< "' -·
!·

Adopted by CSU Hayw,ard Acad_emi c Senate on Apri 1 17.

1990~

··

··-·------ - -· . --

. - .. --·- ---

J~ r·~r·7{)

RECEIVED

Date April 12, 1990

. rf~ l 3 't990

Academic Senate
Academic Senate Cbair. J, Nurphy

TO

fAX NUMBEE

CPSU, San Luis Obispo

FROM

805-756-1279

Marshelle Thobaben, Chajr

Academic Senate, Humboldt State University
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Acadtmic Senate

April 11, 1990

Geigle, Ch~ir
CSU Academic Senate

TO~

R~y

CSU Campus Senate Chaire
Ma.r:shelle Thobaben; Chair Ma.te;JuA)..c.:;tC btt~J
Humboldt State University Academic Senate

FROM:
SUBJECT:

Resolution on Review of California
· Central Administration (#22~89/90-EX)

State University

On behalf of the Humboldt State UniversitY Academic Senate, I am
forwarding ~ copy of the subject re5olution on the California
State University Central Administration which was approved by the
Senate -at its meeting on April 10, 1990.
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Review ot

Besolut1on on

California State UniYersitr

Cen~al Adm1n1at~a~1oo

CIZ2-QS/9Q-EX)

WHEREAS,

The Donohoe Act of 1960 e5tablished the C~lifcrnia
State University system to advance the common
mission of California's
public colleges
and
regional universities; and

WHEREAS,

Tha Acad~mi~ San~ta of Humboldt State University
is dedicated to the mis~ion of the California
State University; and

WHEREAS~

Recent actions cf the California Stata University
Central . Administration
have
undermined
tha
l•oislature•s and the public's confidence in cur
ability to accompli5h this mission; and

WHEREAS,

The present California State Univarsity Central
Administration
appears
to
have
become
an
organi~•tion ~nto itself that is isolated from the
students, faculty, staff, and ac~damic culture of
the twenty campuses that con5titute the California
State Univarsity ~ystam ~nd is unrespan5ive tc the
advice of the campuses1 and

WHEREAS,

Wi&a l•adar$hip
example; and

craatas

WHEREAS,

Wi&&
leadership
consultative; and

is

WHEREAS,

Wi§e

WHEREAS,

Wise leadership recognizes the value
of all
members of the organization, and treat& tham with
dignity, trust, and respect; and

WHEREAS.

~ise

leadership values,
considers
advice from
organization; ~nd

WHEREAS,

The
California
State
University
Central
Admini&tration ha& failed tc provide the kind af
leadership necessary to advance the common miasicn
of the campuse~ cf the California State University
system; and

WHEREAS:

Tha Acad~mic Senat• of H~mbcldt State University
has lost confidence in the
Calilorni~
Stat&
Univ•rsity · Cllnt.ral
Administration· · as·
it is_
currantly str~ctured, opa~ata~, and rela~es · ta
i ndi vi dual · campuses~ . therfjffora bil it

• .1'>.

u

.n.

l~adership

·9

+ e +

S ·

is

.+ -p

a

model

openly

fi~cally

and leads

by

honestly

and

responsible; and

actively solicits,
all segments
of
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f22-89/90-EX
Paga 'hro
RESOLVED: That the
Academic Senate of
Humboldt State
University raquests the Board of Trust••• to
foster
in the Central Administration of the
California State University sansitivity to the
needs for leadership by axample, consultation, ~nd
accountability to th~ publi~, students, staff and
faculty; ba it further
RESOLVED: That the Academic
S~na~a
of Humboldt
State
University requests the Board of Trustees to
establish a broadly representative task force* to
examine
the
effectiveness
of
the
current
organiz~tian
af the California State University
Central
Administration
and to
evaluate the
relationship of the Central Admini5tration to the
individual campuse5, and be i t further
RESOLVED: That the Academic
Senate of Humboldt
State
University raquasts that the
legislators and
public
recogni2e that
tha campuses
of tha
California
State
Univ~rsity
system
remain
dedicated to s•rving tna educational needs of the
people of California, and that inadequate budget
$Uppcrt will result in a deterioration cf the
quality of the instructional programs and other
&ducaticnal $ervices provided at the campus level.
and bs it further

RESOLVED: That
the Academic Senate
ol Humboldt State
University rmquasts that the legislature reaMamina
the proposed budget
to tha California State
University to ·en$ure that campus programs are net
adversely aff~cted, and be it further
RESOLVED: That
tha Academic Senate
of Humboldt State
University
shall
di•tribute copies
of this
resolution to other
~ampus
senates, the CSU
Academic Senate, the Chancellor, membars of the
Board of Trustees. and members of the legislature
for their consideration.
*Recommended representatives:
Faculty
Staff
Students
Individual cAmpus administration
Board af Trustees
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State of California

Memorandum

RECEIVED

Office of the Academic Senate

' r-P. 18 1990

805/664-3128

To:

Chairs, csu Campus _Academi<Aoodamic Senate

From:

Everett Mann, Chair
Academic Senate CSUB

Subject:

RESOLUTION ON 11 LEADERSHIP OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY 11

Date:

April 13, 1990

The Academic Senate of Cal State Bakersfield has directed me to
distribute to the Chairs of the campus Academic Senates of the CSU
system the attached resolution entitled, 11 Leadership of the California
State University ... The Senate adopted the resolution unanimously at
its April 12, 1990 meeting.

EM/vmf
Attachment

2</-

?o

California State Unlver.lty, Baker.fleld

/. \.

J

ACADEMIC SENATE
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, BAKERSFIELD

LEADERSHIP OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
( EC-4/5/90)

Whereas,

The Academic Senate of California State University,
Bakersfield and the CSUB administration are dedicated to the
accomplishment of the mission of The California State
University and of our campus; and

Whereas,

The Chancellor's Office appears to be isolated from and
insensitive to the students, faculty, staff, and academic
culture of the twenty campuses that constitute The California
State University; and

Whereas,

Recent actions of The California State University Board of
Trustees and the Chancellor's Office in the allocation of funds,
including the granting of top management salary increases and
the procurement of automobiles, reflect questionable judgment
and have undermined the Legislature's and the public's
confidence in our ability to accomplish this mission, thus
jeopardizing the University's budget support; and

Whereas,

Although the California State University, Bakersfield remains
dedicated to serving the educational needs of the people of
California, inadequate budget support will result in a
deterioration in the instructional programs and other
educational services provided by it; and

Whereas,

Wise administrative leadership is fiscally responsible and
leads by example, especially in times of austerity; recognizes
the value of all members of the organization and treats them
with dignity, trust, and respect; and consults openly; and

Whereas,

The Chancellor's Office has failed to provide the kind of
leadership necessary to advance the common mission of the
campuses of The California State University; therefore be it

\

. .,
(

/.

I

I
I

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of California State University,
Bakersfield conclude that it has lost confidence in the
Chancellor's Office as it currently operates and relates to the
.State Legislature and to the University's individual campuses;
and be it further
RESO...VED: That the Academic Senate of California State University,
Bakersfield request the Board of Trustees and the Chancellor
to foster sensitivity in the administration of The California
State University to the needs for leadership by example,
consultation, and accountability to the public, the State
Legislature, students, faculty, and staff; and be it further
RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of California State University,
Bakersfield request the Chancellor to establish a broadly
representative task force to examine the effectiveness of The
California State University central administration and to
evaluate its organization and its relationship to individual
campuses; and be it further
RESO...VED: That the Academic Senate distribute copies of this resolution
to other campus Senates, the CSU Academic Senate, the Board
of Trustees, and the Chancellor.

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY BY THE ACADEMIC SENATE
April 12, 1990
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April 16 ·, 1990

Ray Geigle, Chair
Aoade~ic Senate, CSU

TO;;

G. "Vishu" Viowcswart'ln, Chair

FROK:

Acad~nlc

RB:

Senate, CSU, Fresno ·

AS 90-52 - CSU· CENTRAL ADM!NlST.RATION

-----

At ite meeting on April 16, 1990, the Executive Committee
A~ademic Senate, csu, Fxesno, unanimously passed the
following Motion:

a! the

MSC

that the E~ecutive Committee adapts the
Resolution on th~ csu Central Administration
on behalf of the Academic Senate, California
state University, Fre$no, because of time
constraints including the. ~cheduled S£lec:i.a 1
meeting of tne aoard of Tru~tecs for April
19 & 20, 1990. Further( this motion includes
forwardin9 the Resolution to the Academic
Senate, CSU Fresno for discussJon and
a!firmation at its meeting scheduled for
Monday, April 23, 1990.
·

!f you have any q;nest. i tms, vleass do not hesitate to

call me.

attachment
cc:

H. Haak, Presiaent
J. Kuipres~ VPAA
csu statewidQ Senators
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RESOLUTION ON CSU CENTRAL AOM!NlSTRATION

CSU, Fresno, Academic Senate

~he

uonahoe Act of lY&U

cstabli~hcd

the

Cnliforni~

SLate Unlvenii ty System to aclvnnr:e t.he r:ommon

mission of California's public
regional nn.i.vf!rs t t·i es; ~n['J

and

college~

WHEREAS,

The Academic Senate of Californin State Univeraity.
l"n:'!r:;no ( CSUF), is dedicated to the mission of the
California State University; and

WHEREAS,

R.P.c!'!nl: oi,lt.:t.. i.. rJns

WHEREAS,

The present California ~tate University Central
Administration appears to have became an
organi2ation unto itself that is iaolated from
the students. faculty. ~taf£, and .academic cullure
of the twenty campuses that constitute the CSU and
ia unresponsive to the advice of the campuses; and

WBERll:AS,

Wise leadership crGates a modeL·and leads by
examples, 'especially in time. o.f ansi.P.r:i.l.y; ~nr1

<.lf the California State University
Central Administration have undermined the
L~gislature's anrl the public's confidence in
our ability to nccomplieh thia mi5aion; and

collegiality

dem~nds

open and honest

consultation; and

WHEREAS,

Urudent leaqership is fiscally responsible1 and

WHEREAS,

Responsible leaclership recmgni?.P.s t:hP- value of all
members of the orqani2ation, and treats them
with digniLy. Lr·w:,;t., <;~nd r·espe<.~t~ and

·

Ef±ective leadership valueD, actively solicits,
and acts upon advice f:com all sP.gflle(tt.s of
th~ organization; ana

APR 17 '90 11:06 CSU FRESNO-PRES (209) 294-4715

P.4

'l'he cs,u Central hdminiatrution has failed to provide
Lhe killd uf leadsrship necessary to advance the common
mission of the campuoco of the CSU; and
WHEREAS,

Th!::! Academic Senat.e of csu, FrE!sno, has lost confidence
in the California Stu.te Univer~ity Centro.! Adrnini:>tration
~s It ls vurrently structured, operates, and relates
to individual campusesi therefore be it

RESOLVEO ..

'!.'hat the Academic senatQ of CSU, .l<'resno requesto the

Board of Trustees to foster in the c·e ntl.'al Administra
t .i.on of the Ca1ifornia :>tate University e:ene:itivity to
the needs for leadership by example, consull.nL"icm,
and accountability to the public, ~tudents, otaff
and faculty; and, be it furLher
RESOLVED~

That the Academic Senate of csu, Fresno requeata
the Board of TrusLees tu establish a broadly repr&
s~ntative task force~ to e~amine the cffectiv~ne~s
of the current Califm:n:ia St-. ctt~ University Central
Administ~ation and to evaluate the o~qanization
and relationship of the c~nt.ri"!J. Adm-inistration to
the individual campueee, and1 be it" further

RESOLVED,

T·h at the CSU, F:r:es.no A~ilc'IP.mi c senate ~::hall Clistributo
copies at this resolution to other campu5 s~nates.
the CSU AcadP.mlc S~natf!!, the Chancellor, ·and .members
of the Baa~d of Trustee~.

*Recommended rl':lpl.~f:sentat:i ves:

Faculty
Staff
studentfi
Indlvldual Campus Administration

Board of
Adopted:

Tru~tccs

Apr~l

16, l990

